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Dark Times Ahead for Hellgate Football • 

Be W•11 • /A • Ed. When it seemed the Hellgate Football Hellgate stops losing players to other schools. 
n 1 ste.n ss1stant 1tor uldn' l 

team co t ose anymore games or As of now it is unclear whether Hellgate will try to rebuild the varsity 
players, they lost it all: the program. While a final verdict hasn't been team, give up the team for another sport, or keep a JV team while send-
released to the public, it doesn't look good for Hellgate Football, espe- ing seniors to play at other schools. However, the loss of the program • 
dally for next year's seniors. Rumors have been spread which say, there would affect more than just football. Title 9 calls for even girls and boys 
will be rio varsity team next year, however, seniors will not be allowed sports teams, and while the lack of a football team could pave way for a 
to play for other schools' varsity new boys' sport, it could also cancel 
teams. With the rule in place that girls soccer, volleyball, golf, or cross 
requires athletes to attend a new country. It would also drive away 
school for 90 days before playing hi-sport athletes such as basketball 
a varsity sport, a very hard deci- players who also played football, cre-
sion has presented itself to the ating a low turnout for other sports. 
football players of the class of' 17, As of right now the basketball season 
especially those currently engaged is the only thing keeping Juniors like 
in a winter sport, or those usually Botsford at Hellgate. Almost worst of 
engaged in spring sports. Hellgate all, there would be no Friday night 
has already lost a few juniors who chanting for the hellgate student sec-
have transferred to play football at tion. In the end, the decision comes 
other schools next year. down to the administration, which it 

The 2015 season was especially seems few are happy with. 
tough for the Knights. Not only The recent absence of Libby 
did the team start out small from Oliver, administration shuffling has • 
a small turnout, especially from emplaced a new athletic director, 
the senior class after many players Hellgate Basketball coach Jeff Hays. 
did not desire to return to another However, many football players and 
disappointing season, but injuries parents want a complete new activi-

and other team deserters caused Junior Dylan Botsford passes the ball to a teammate ties staff to join Hays in his new po-
the team to forfeit a number of games, and in a home game this past season. (Photo courtesy of sition, calling for the resignation of other 
eventually the season. This was the final strawDy/an Botsford.) members ofHellgate's administration. A 
that began talks of cutting the program all committee of parents has been formed in 
together, and what started the today's mess. hopes of seeing the current administration step down so a new staff can 

One student who will not be leaving is Junior Dylan Botsford, take its place and rebuild the football program to AA winning standards. 
and he is not happy about the position he's been forced into. With loads of turmoil engulfing the parents, players, and admin-
"It's a bad situation caused by the administration not doing their job" istration, it is impossible to say how, or when this will be settled. It is not 
Botsford said. "The administration hired people who didn't know what with any· ease that a decision will be made, and whatever decision that 
they were doing. If you talked to the coach or assistant coach, you could is, it is almost guaranteed some will be happy while others are not. As 
could tell they didn't know what they were talking about:' far as the future of Hellgate Football, Botsford believes next years foot-

Even with so much unhappiness with the coaching staff of the team, it ball turnout will be even worse than this year's, and for the foreseeable 
will be hard for Hellgate to improve. Coach Softich is only in his second future, Hellgate will not be able to produce a successful team. However 
year of coaching, and finding another credible coach who will take over there is still a glimmer of hope for the program, as Botsford said: "Teams • 
a team in this position may be difficult. Hellgate's best hope may be an go on droughts but always sWing back; just look at Sentinel:' 
all-star class of freshman that rebuild the program at the foundation so 
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